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I chose these because..

My favorite out each section is
and
because….

Section 2
Over 3 months visit the same area of nature and
make a note of the changes you see. This could
be different plants,animals or colours of
leaves.The natural area I chose was
A Garden
A canal

A hedgerow
A river

A park

Make sure you have permission to visit this area and if need be have an adult with you.

On the following page write or draw below the
differences you saw and the dates you went on
your visit. Print more if needed but these allows 2 visits a week.

My Natural Area Diary

Date

What I Saw

The Differences

Section 3
Learn the Countryside Code and then try this
quiz

1. What should you check before you leave:
a. Your shoes are tied up
b. The house is locked
c. That you have done your homework
d. The weather forecast
2. Why should you tell someone where you are going and when you are expected back?
a. In case they want to join you later
b. Because there may not be a mobile signal and then they will know where to find you, if you need rescuing
c. Because then they will know to give you your hikes away badge
d. So your Mum can have the tea ready
3. Akela parks the minibus in a disabled space in the car park. Do you:
a. Say nothing – leaders know what they are doing
b. Check that Akela has noticed the sign
c. Say nothing – it is only a short hike (hopefully)
4. If you are riding your bike on a bridleway, who do you give way to?
a. Walkers and horse-riders
b. Walkers only
c. Horse riders only
d. No-one – you have equal rights with everyone else
5. You meet a farmer in a tractor spraying a field you need to cross. Do you:
a. Talk to them about organic farming
b. Walk around the edge of the field instead of following the footpath
c. Run across when the coast is clear
d. Wait until they see you and let you cross
6. You meet some cows wandering through an open gate into a field of carrots. Do you:
a. Leave everything alone but try and let the farmer know
b. Try and shoe them back
c. Close the gate so that at least some of them are kept out
d. Carry on – the farmer should have shut the gate anyway
7. Should you always close gates behind you, if you find them open?
a. Yes because otherwise animals will escape out of the field
b. Yes because it looks tidier
c. No because sometimes the farmer will leave gates open so animals can reach food and water
d. No because you might be in a hurry

8. You come across an old rusty tractor parked up in the corner of a field. Do you:
a. Climb all over it
b. Carefully take it in turns to sit in the driver seat and pretend to drive it
c. Check the oil and water before trying to start it
d. Leave it well alone
9. Under what circumstances do you not need to keep to the path?
a. When you are in open country and there is no path

b. When there are lots of you in a group
c. You should always keep to the path
d. When you are in a hurry
e. When you are on registered common land or “access” land
10 After your picnic lunch do you:
a. Check the map to see where to go and then set off
b. Hide your litter under a bush where it keeps the countryside tidy
c. Chuck your half-eaten banana over the hedge because the wildlife will enjoy it and it will degrade anyway
d. Spend some time checking you have left no trace so other Cubs will not find you
e. Go to sleep
11. Why should you never get too near to wild or farm animals:
a. Because they smell horrid
b. Because you might get frightened
c. Because they can behave unpredictably if you get too close
d. Because you might tread in something disgusting
12. Can you take a dog through a farmer’s field?
a. No because the cows will be frightened
b. No because the dog might run away and get lost
c. Yes because the dog will get some really good exercise
d. Yes but you must control it, so it does not disturb or scare the animals
13. You must keep your dog on a lead
a. On open access land
b. When there are ground nesting birds
c. At the coast, in case it runs over a cliff
d. Near farm animals so the farmer does not shoot it

Section 4
Choose 1 of the following activities to do
• create a piece of art using natural materials
• use a dye that uses natural ingredients to
colour a piece of material
• make a feeding station for birds.
• Make a birdhouse, hedgehog house, ladybird
or bee house from natural ingredients
The following pages are just to help you with identifying different types of wildlife
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